Implementation of algorithm of Petri net architectural synthesis into FPGA
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Abstract

In the paper an implementation of algorithm of Petri net array-based synthesis is presented. The method is based on decomposition of colored interpreted Petri net into subnets. The structured encoding of places in subnets is done of using minimal numbers of bits. Microoperations, which are assigned to places, are written into distributed and flexible memories. It leads to realization of a logic circuit in a two-level concurrent structure, where the combinational circuit of the first level is responsible for firing transitions, and the second level memories are used for generation of microoperations. This algorithm is implemented in C# and delivered as library.
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1. Introduction

Application specific logic controllers (ASLC) [1] are one of the most popular group of electronic devices. They can be designed as dedicated software for microcontroller or as dedicated hardware. The second approach gives more possibilities of system integration as system on programmable chip (SoPC) with use of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The most classical way of designed such controllers is application of hardware description languages (HDLs) but it is unconformable for designer and potentially it gives high risk of human mistake. The usage of graphical representation of algorithm is much more conformable [2]. In this case Petri nets (PNs) [3] are one of the most adequate methods for formal design of such devices. It gives easy way for representation of concurrent processes and additionally there could be applied mathematical algorithms for formal analysis and verification of the designed model [4]. There are also several algorithms of direct synthesis of Petri net model into FPGA devices [5, 6]. The most typical implementation of Petri nets into FPGA devices use one-hot local state encoding where each single place is represented by a flip-flop [6]. Such an approach requires hardware implementation of a large number of several logic functions and flip-flops included in macrocells.

One of the main features of FPGA is an existence of separated logic elements (look-up tables) with restricted fixed number of inputs. Very frequently logic functions have more arguments than number of inputs of such logic element. It forces a functional decomposition during a synthesis process and consumes a large number of logic elements. One of the methods of decreasing a number of such functions is architectural decomposition of a sequential circuit [7]. Such methods introduce several additional internal variables and very often consume more hardware than typical direct implementation. This issue can be resolved by using logic elements together with embedded memory blocks that are available in modern FPGA devices.

There is presented implementation of a synthesis algorithm [7] that allow to decrease the number of implemented logic functions depending on inputs and internal variables of Petri net-based logic controller. The logic functions are going to be synthesized with use of logic elements and embedded memory blocks. To permit the minimal local state encoding the Petri net is initially colored and it is compacted into macro Petri net [8]. Macroplaces that are colored by the same color create one state machine module. Each memory block controls only microoperations that belong to the subnet with the same color.

2. Colored interpreted macronet

An interpreted Petri net [6,7, 8] is an extension of a simple Petri net [3] about a feature for information exchange. This exchange is made by use of binary signals. It is required for a models of concurrent logic controllers [1, 6] to establish communication with environment.

Now, a transition can be fired if all its input places are marked and a condition assigned to this transition returns value true. Like in simple Petri nets, firing of a transition removes tokens from its input places and puts one token in each output place. The condition is defined as Boolean function of the input variables.

Elementary conjunctions of affirmation of some output variables are associated to places. If the place is marked the output variables from corresponding conjunction are being set otherwise they are being reset.

An interpreted Petri net can be extended with a hierarchy by application of macroplaces [4]. A macroplace correspond to a part of a net. In this article we make frequent use of mono-active macroplaces, that are limited to have one input and one output and consist of only sequential places.

A Petri net can be enhanced by assigning colors to places and transitions [3, 8]. In state machine (SM) colored Petri net colors help to validate intuitively and formally the consistency of all sequential processes covering the considered Petri net. Each color recognizes one SM-subnet.

3. Synthesis algorithm overview

The idea of synthesis method is based on the minimal local states encoding of places together with functional parallel decomposition of the Petri net-based logic circuit. Places are encoded separately in every colored subset. Output variables assigned to places are placed in configured memories of FPGA. It leads to...
realization of a logic circuit in two-level structure (Fig. 1), where the combinational circuits of first level are responsible for generation of the excitation functions. The memory of the circuit is built from concurrent D-type registers which hold a current state of each subnet. The second level decoders are responsible for generation of microoperations and they are implemented using memory blocks.
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The synthesis process includes following steps:
1. Formation of subnets,
2. Encoding of places,
3. Formation of conjunctions and logic equations,
4. Formation of memory contents,
5. Formation of logic circuit and implementation.

4. Implementation of synthesis algorithm

The algorithm was implemented in C# in Microsoft .NET environment. The whole algorithm was implemented with use of three classes (Fig. 2).

After reading the synthesis can be performed and the result can be saved in chosen director or displayed on the screen (Fig. 3).

5. Summary

The implementation of the method of synthesis of application specific logic controllers into FPGAs with embedded memory blocks was presented in this article. The special method of logic synthesis [7] is applied. The usage of designed library is fully automated and it could be easily integrated with design tools in CAD system.
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